To suppress the muon background arising from the Beam Delivery System (BDS) of the International Linear Collider (ILC), and to hinder it from reaching the interaction region, two di erent shielding scenarios are under discussion: ve cylindrical muon spoilers with or without an additional magnetized shielding wall. Due to cost and safety issues, the scenario preferred by the Machine-Detector-Interface (MDI) group is to omit the shielding wall, although omi ing it also has disadvantages. To support the decision making for the muon shielding, the impact of the muons from the two di erent shielding scenarios was studied in a full Geant4 detector simulation of the SiD detector, one of two proposed detectors for the ILC. Input to this study is the muon background created by the beam traveling through the BDS, which was simulated with MUCARLO. 
1 Introduction e muon background from the Beam Delivery System (BDS) arises from the the beam halo hi ing the material along the beam line, e.g. the beam collimator systems. erefore, the muons are created along the BDS and travel towards the interaction region. To prevent the muons from reaching the detectors, a study was performed to decide which shielding system would be e ective and reasonable to be integrated in the BDS. Several di erent shielding scenarios have already been under discussion but did not ful ll the requirements.
e two cases currently discussed and presented in this note are both yielding muon rates below 5 muons per bunch crossing at the interaction region. In the rst scenario ve cylindrical magnetized spoilers are installed at di erent positions along the beam line. It will be referred to as the "5 Spoilers" scenrario. e second scenario adds a magnetized iron wall close to the interaction region, and is therfore called the "5 Spoilers + Wall" scenrario. Both, the spoilers and the wall are shown in schematic drawings in Figure 1 . eir location in the BDS can be seen in Figure 2 . e ve spoilers are located at the following positions along the BDS tunnel: 802.5 m, 975.5 m, 1145.5 m, 1234.5 m, and 1358.5 m. For the second shielding scenario, the wall would be additionally installed at 400 m away from the interaction point. [4] Due to the size of the wall, which has safety issues and implies additional costs, the MDI group prefers the rst scenario without the wall. What has to be kept in mind on the other hand is that the wall reduces not only the muon rate but also shields the neutron and photon background created by the machine. e reason that almost entirely positive muons are drawn is that only tracks that reach the detector are displayed. As the spoiler polarities are set to defocus muons with the same charge as the beam charge, the µ -are defocused and therefore absorbed in the tunnel walls before hi ing the detector.
Additionally, the wall acts as a tertiary containment device which prevents potentially harmful levels of muon uxes in the event that the primary Personnel Protection Systems fail and the main beam hits a beam stopper in the BDS tunnel.
Having this shielding wall therefore means the access to the interaction region, i.e. the access to the detector in the garage position, would be permi ed when the beam is on.
To facilitate the decision of whether the wall is needed or not, the detector groups were asked to study the impact of the muons on the performance of the detectors. is note shows the results of the study done for the SiD detector [5, 6] . In the current SiD detector design, the used sensors have a bu er depth of four, i.e. the sensors can store four hits in their bu ers. Since these bu ers are read out a er every ILC bunch train only, which corresponds to 1312 bunch crossings, the detector occupancy 1 from backgrounds has to be kept as low as possible.
With a tracker occupancy of 10 -3 being considered acceptable, the SiD occupancy caused by the muon background has to be seen in the context of all occurring backgrounds. is will have an impact on which muon shielding system the SiD group prefers.
e Simulation of the Muon Background with MUCARLO
e simulation code MUCARLO [2, 3] is based on Fortran, and was originally wri en by Gary Feldman. Over the years it has been expanded, and is used in several studies, from the study of muon shielding designs for radiation protection, to xed target experiments at SLAC and muon background simulation studies for the Next Linear Collider (NLC) and the ILC [2, 3] . For the presented study, the Technical Design Report (TDR) baseline machine parameters for the ILC-500GeV are used for simulating the beam interacting with the BDS geometry and the muon collimation system. e muons are produced in interactions of the beam halo with material in the beam lines, in which the predominant interaction is the Bethe-Heilter process: γ+ Z → Z' + µ + µ -e muon production by direct annihilation of the positrons with atomic electrons is also taken into account. [ Table 2 : Time structure of the ILC-500GeV beam. e bunch spacing is the time between two bunches, whereas the collision rate de nes with which frequency the bunch trains are colliding.
Number of bunches per train Bunch spacing Collision rate 1312 554 ns 5 Hz e results from the MUCARLO simulations can be seen in Table 1 , listing the number of muons reaching the interaction region for the two shielding scenarios and for the case of not having any muon shielding system. e calculated muon rate is based on a halo population of 10 -3 , which is more than ten times larger than expected from ring sca ering calculations. is estimation corresponds to the worst halo measured at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC), and is therefore used as a worst-case scenario.
e simulation of muons in the SiD detector
In the rst step of simulating the muons in the SiD detector, event displays were made with WIRED4 [8] . e xy-and zy-views of these event displays can be seen for both shielding scenarios in Figure 4 . e event displays show the hits in the SiD detector for one ILC bunch train, which consists of 1312 bunches. e time structure of the ILC bunch trains is shown in Table 2 . First of all, without the magnetized wall as a last shielding mechanism about six times more muons enter the interaction region. In these plots, as in all following, the shown distributions are from muons from one ILC bunch train, since the SiD sensor bu ers will be read out a er every train only. Second, the muons travel through the detector horizontally which could be taken advantage of for the alignment of the subdetectors. e spatial distributions of the muons in both scenarios are shi ed towards the top and the le . e reason for the top-bo om and le -right asymmetry is the shielding ability of the tunnel walls and oor. Since the detector hall is set into the oor, and the BDS system is curved, only the muons being emi ed in such a way that they get through the tunnel opening to the detector hall hit the detector. Finally, the most significant di erence between the two scenarios is the broad spatial distribution for the scenario with the wall in comparison to the distinct distribution in the "5 Spoilers" scenario. e magnetized wall de ects the muons and also stops the low energy ones, so that the muon rate is reduced and the muons are additionally distributed over the whole detector area. Figure 5 shows the muon energy distributions for both shielding scenarios. e di erence in the spatial distributions explains the di erent numbers of hits in the single subdetectors for the two scenarios, as shown in Figure 6 . With the muon endcaps having the largest e ective detector area, the number of hits is the highest in this subdetector. Table 3 lists the di erent components of the SiD detector with their physical sizes, the technology used, and the sizes of the readout cells. Figure 5: e energy distributions of the muons from one ILC bunch train (1312 bunch crossings) for both scenarios, "5 Spoilers" (red) and "5 Spoilers + Wall" (blue), show that magnetized wall de ects and stops the low energy muons. e peak for low energies is therefore missing in the second scenario, and the whole distribution is shi ed towards lower energies.
E ca lB ar re l E ca lE nd ca p H ca lB ar re l H ca lE nd ca p M uo nB ar re l M uo nE nd ca p Lu m iC al B ea m C al S iV er te xB ar re l S iV er te xE nd ca p S iT ra ck er B ar re l S iT ra ck er E nd ca p Number of hits Figure 6 : e hit number distributions of the muon hits in the SiD subdetectors from one ILC bunch train (1312 bunch crossings). e two scenarios are colored in red ("5 Spoilers") and blue ("5 Spoilers + Wall") as before. e number of hits is proportional to the e ective detector area. Since the muons travel horizontally through the detector from one side to the other, the detector with the biggest e ective area perpendicular to the muon incidence has the highest number of hits. Cells are declared "dead" when they are hit by more tracks than the bu er depth allows, as any hits beyond the bu er depth limit can not be recorded. Figure 7 shows the occupancy plots and the number of dead cells resulting from the occupancy for both scenarios, and for two di erent subdetectors: the tracker endcaps and the ECAL endcaps. e occupancy in the tracker endcaps (Figure 7a) is very low for both scenarios. Only 10 -9 -10 -7 of all cells get four hits. e resulting number of dead cells in the tracker endcaps (Figure 7c ) shows that for a bu er depth of four only 10 -8 of all cells get four or more hits and therefore reach the bu er limit in the "5 Spoilers + Wall". e "5 Spoilers" case would do only one order of magnitude be er. But the muon background yields a much higher occupancy in the ECAL endcaps which is shown in Figures 7b and 7d . e reason for the occupancy being higher than in the tracker endcaps for both cases is simply due to the bigger e ective detector area as explained before. Despite that and the fact that the "5 Spoilers + Wall" case is be er by an order of magnitude (when looking at a bu er depth of four), the occupancy is still at a level of only about 10 -6 -10 -5 . e interesting fact is that the "5 Spoilers" case shows up to 27 hits per cell with a roughly constant occupancy for all bu er depths.
is leads to dead cell distributions which are vastly di erent. For an assumed bu er depth of four, the total number of dead cells is di erent by about two orders of magnitude when comparing the two shielding scenarios. In the "5 Spoilers" case, 10 -4 -10 -3 cells would have reached the bu er limit regardless of which bu er depth was chosen for the sensor design. e cause of this distribution is the spatial distribution of the muons in the "5 Spoilers" case: there are many more muons hi ing the detector, and additionally all concentrated on a small area of the detector. Finally, also the timing of the muons with respect to the bunch crossing was studied. All of the muons from the BDS are created up to 0.5 ns a er the bunch passing the material, as can be seen in Figure 8 . Although the muons are created instantaneously, it takes a long time for them to hit certain subdetectors, such as the inner lying ECAL. e muons have to travel through the outer subdetectors before they reach the ECAL endcaps, which takes about 20 ns. A er roughly another 20 ns the second endcap has been reached, so that hits in the ECAL endcaps can be registered several tens of nanoseconds a er the bunch crossing . e muons also produce shower particles when passing through the whole detector material. e low energy shower particles then hit the ECAL endcaps even later than the primary muons. : e distributions of the hit time of the primary muons and the shower particles hi ing the ECAL endcaps. For both shielding scenarios, the time distributions are similar. e primary muons leave hits between about 23 and 50 ns a er the bunch crossing, since they have to travel through the whole detector before they reach the ECAL endcaps. e shower particles on the other hand hit the ECAL endcaps about 60 ns a er the crossing.
Summary, Conclusions, and Outlook
To facilitate the decision of whether a magnetized wall is necessary in addition to the ve muon spoilers to guarantee acceptable muon shielding, the muons from the MUCARLO simulation have been simulated in a full SiD detector simulation. In particular, the di erences between the two shielding scenarios, and in both cases the impact of the muon background on the SiD occupancy have been studied. e simulation showed that low energy muons from the Beam Delivery System are stopped or de ected by the magnetized wall, because of which the muon rate is reduced by a factor of about six. Additionally, the spatial distributions of the muons in the two scenarios are quite di erent due to the magnetized wall, which de ects the muons and spreads them over the whole detector area. Because of this, the number of hits in the di erent subdetectors are proportional to the e ective detector areas. Regarding the timing of the muons, it was shown that the primary muons are created instantaneously a er the bunch halo passes through the material of the beam line. Despite that the hit time distributions of the primary muons and the produced shower particles made clear that the detector registers hits up to about 100 ns a er the bunch crossing.
e most important objective of this study was the study of the SiD occupancy and the number of dead cells caused by the muon background. Although the occupancy in the vertex and tracker detectors is way below the critical value, the occupancy in the ECAL endcaps for example almost reaches this critical limit for the shielding scenario without the magnetized wall. It was found out that the reason for this is not only the higher muon rate in this scenario, but also the spatial distribution of the muons which are concentrated in a small area. Overall, with the shown evaluation of the muons from the current MUCARLO simulations, the SiD group prefers to have the magnetized wall, in order to keep the occupancy from the backgrounds as low as possible. It has to be kept in mind that the estimation of the muon rates is based on a worst-case scenario, in which the interacting beam halo population is more than ten times higher than normally expected. is means that the muon occupancy in the SiD detector should be overestimated, and that the magnetized wall may then not be necessary. On the other hand, a counter argument is the fact that, for an ILC upgrade to 1 TeV center-of-mass energy, the considerably higher muon rates might make a muon wall necessary anyway. As it is also a tertiary containment device against not only muons, but also photons and neutrons, the wall will allow access to the detector in the garage position. To improve this study, the PACMAN geometry is recommended to be included in the SiD geometry, which will e ect not only the simulations of the muon spoiler background but also all other machine backgrounds. Finally, the BDS muon background will be used for further occupancy studies together with di erent other background sources to see the overall occupancy from all background sources.
